
From: JoanK <tokepcal@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2015 4:44 PM 

To: Van Nimwegen, Hannah; r8eisc@epa.gov 

Subject: Concern about potential hazardous waste handling by Iron Mountain 

Demolition-- asbestos, chemical content of dust? 

Attachments: 2015-12-02 14.52.26.jpg; 2015-12-02 14.52.30.jpg 

 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
 

I have a concern about a business "Iron Mountain Demolition" that has, within the past few 

months, started dumping and processing collected demolition scrap in a lot off North Cascade 

Ave in Colorado Springs (the business address is 75 Talamine Court, Colorado Springs, 719-

634-6011).  

                  Note: there is a use permit hearing notice posted at the business: CFC CU 15-00132 

 

After dumping multi-truckloads of demolition scrap at the site, they then use a front loader to 

scrape it up and then use a claw to deposit it into other trucks for hauling to an unknown 

site.  These actions generate a substantial amount of dust that can make Cascade Avenue hazy (at 

times, extremely hazy).  I have noted that they sometimes turn on a sprinkler to wet the top of the 

pile, which doesn't do much for keeping dust down when the lower levels of the pile are scooped 

(see attached pictures, taken today; the stripes in the picture are from the sun hitting the rising 

dust). 

 

My concern is that it is very likely that the dust generated contains asbestos (at the very least), 

contaminating both air and water (from the sprinkler runoff).  

 

Workers at the site have been seen "gagging" and choking as they scoop up the debris; several 

times there has been an odor in the dust that can best be described as acrid/chemical as well as 

fecal in nature.  There are many other businesses (including a bakery) and residences (including 

high density trailer courts) located in this same area.   Both city and school buses drive on 

Cascade past this blight and dust, all with people and children being exposed to who knows 

what.  I did notice that the city bus stop that was close to this site was moved farther south on 

Cascade earlier this year; was this move in response to the dust created by this demolition 

handling site? 

 

I often drive this section of Cascade to and from work and I live close enough that I am 

concerned.  This demolition refuse handling business does NOT belong in the middle of a city, 

where countless people and kids are knowingly (or unknowingly, if the dust is so fine as to not 

be directly visible) exposed to dust of unknown content.  

 

I don't appreciate this hazard and blight being present near my home and do not understand how 

this can be allowed in an era where most larger cities are doing their best to eliminate potential 

environmental and air quality hazards.. 

 

Joan Kruplak 

3313 Jon St., Colorado Springs, 719-635-0382 
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From: Russ Palmer <russpalmer@badgerequipmentllc.com> 

Sent: Sunday, December 06, 2015 8:31 AM 

To: Van Nimwegen, Hannah 

Subject: Fwd: CPC CU 15-00132 Comments 

 

 

 

 

-------- Forwarded Message --------  

Subject: CPC CU 15-00132 Comments 

Date: Sun, 6 Dec 2015 08:14:57 -0700 

From: Russ Palmer <russpalmer@badgerequipmentllc>

To: 
 

 

Hannah, 
 
Following are our comments regarding the application by Patrick Meade of  
Iron Mountain Demolition and Roll-Off. Mr Meade cites several legitimate  
business reasons for the request. Our concerns are primarily with the  
resultant contamination, including air pollution, water runoff, and  
blowing trash. 
 
1)  DUST - The majority of the debris being transferred is, and in the  
future will be, quite dusty. During hours of operation, the airborne  
particulates from this transfer operation are distributed throughout the  
immediately surrounding neighborhoods. The plume of dust is consistently  
visible during the majority of transfer operations. On calm days the  
contamination simply rises into the air and then settles into the  
surrounding area. Any air movement causes the pollutants to be carried  
greater distances, affecting any number of other properties in the  
neighborhood. El Paso County fugitive dust control regulations require  
that any operation generating these type of pollutants must provide some  
process of continual mitigation. 
 
 
2)  WATER - After numerous weeks of observing this trash transfer  
operation on a daily basis, we have seen watering, as a form of dust  
control, on only one occasion. That one watering process started in the  
early afternoon and lasted about an hour. Our observations have been for  
brief intervals, ranging from a few minutes to more than an hour so it  
is entirely possible that water was sprayed on the debris, to reduce  
fugitive dust, at other times.  Although our property would not be  
directly affected by any water run-off, if spraying water was  
continually used as a means to control the airborne pollutants, the  
resultant water runoff would become a concern because of the pollutants  
it would carry with it. It would seem prudent that all water  
accumulating from dust control measures should be contained on site and  
not allowed to migrate onto other properties or into the storm drainage  
system. That contaminated water should, likewise, not be dumped directly  
into the sanitary sewers for the waste water treatment plant to have to  
deal with. 
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3)  RAIN - Although the concrete blocks along the perimeter could  
contain the larger pieces of rubbish, incidences of heavy rain would  
carry large quantities of adulterated water into the storm sewers and  
ultimately into our streams. If allowed, the proposed design of the site  
would allow tremendous amounts of pollutant laden water to ultimately  
flow into our waterways during and after each of the torrential rain  
events, which are so common during our summer season. Because the  
dumping, piling, and transferring occurs on a paved area exposed to the  
elements, even the runoff from lesser rains would consistently pick up  
contaminants and introduce them into our streams and creeks.. This would  
be an ever compounding problem which would affect not only the waterways  
in our immediate area but eventually all bodies of water into which  
Fountain Creek Flows. 
 
4)  WIND - The practice of lifting trash high into the open air is an  
invitation to scatter rubbish throughout the neighborhood anytime there  
is wind. Naturally the mass that is firmly grasped by the excavator is  
mostly placed into the receiving trailer but as the mass is piled,  
grasped, lifted, transferred, and placed into the trailer, small pieces  
of loose debris are scattered. The winds, which are so common, carry  
countless of the smaller and lighter pieces of refuse off the  
applicant's property and into the surrounding neighborhood. 
 
5)  RECYCLING - While the applicant's stated intentions of recycling are  
commendable, we have to question the assertion as to the quantity  
currently being recycled. We observe a small metal collection bin at the  
site, but have never witnessed any persons engaged in sorting and  
separating any other materials for recycling. If more than a ton of  
material is currently being recycled each day it is curious how that is  
being accomplished. 
 
As proposed, the applicant's operation would indeed create several  
benefits but it is notable that the greatest beneficiary is the  
applicant themselves. The applicants request merits serious  
consideration as a legitimate business request. Our concerns involve the  
resultant continuing pollution and scattering of debris which would  
continue indefinitely if the currently unpermitted transfer operation is  
allowed to continue as proposed. 
 
Our request is that any regulatory approval would be predicated upon the  
condition that all pollutants on the applicants site not be allowed to  
be carried offsite  to become a permanent public hazard, health concern,  
and annoyance. With a more comprehensive plan the applicant could still  
enjoy a profitable business operation, be a better neighbor, and not  
generate their profits to the detriment of the surrounding neighborhood. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
    Russ Palmer 
Alexander Properties 
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From: Phil Kiemel <philk@bestwaydisposal.com> 

Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 6:39 PM 

To: Van Nimwegen, Hannah 

Subject: Re: hearing?  

 

Building would work but it would have to be 25,000 to 35,0000 sf to hold maybe half of what they have 

on the ground now.   They would have to have concrete floor and a plan to manage the water that's 

dumped with their materials.  As you know they spray all this demo as they take it down to minimize 

dust. A wall wouldn't solve anything besides giving them a spot to continue their pile higher.   

 

I don't need to know their plans regarding hazardous materials. They are only as good as their word in it.   

Their track record speaks for itself.  

 

P o box 1201. Colorado Springs, Co 80901 

 

Thanks. Phil Kiemel 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

> On Dec 10, 2015, at 5:00 PM, Van Nimwegen, Hannah <hvannimwegen@springsgov.com> wrote: 

>  

> Hello again Phil, 

>  

> I apologize for the delay in response. It has been a busy day! Anyway, what would be the best address 

to send a postcard? I will add it to the distribution list.  

>  

> Many of the concerns you have listed reflect the general feeling of the comments I have received so 

far. The applicant is aware of these issues and is working to address them--including pricing out the cost 

of building an indoor facility. This project is still in first review, but out of curiosity and in your opinion, 

would placing the operation indoors solve many of the concerns you are having at this point in time? It 

was also discussed they could build a roughly 10' engineered wall to help contain and conceal the 

material. Would this also be a viable option? 

>  

> One of topics discussed during our meeting Monday morning was regarding the potential for 

hazardous material (e.g. asbestos, lead based paint, etc) and they stated they have regulations and 

testing procedures for suspicious material. I can ask them to detail those procedures out to you, though, 

if you are interested.  

>  

> At this point in time, the applicant is working to mitigate these issues but I would appreciate being 

updated with problems as they arise.  

>  

> Thanks again and I hope you are having a good week, 

>  

> Hannah Van Nimwegen  |  Planner II 

> (719) 385-5365  |  hvannimwegen@springsgov.com 

>  

> -----Original Message----- 

> From: Phil Kiemel [mailto:philk@bestwaydisposal.com]  
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> Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 9:37 AM 

> To: Van Nimwegen, Hannah 

> Subject: RE: hearing?  

>  

> I did not receive a post card.  I get calls from the neighbors asking who is responsible for that mess.  

>  

> Concerns:  Not in an enclosed building.  When we and Waste Management build our transfer stations 

we were required to be in an enclosed building. 

> No provisions to test and mitigate asbestos.  

> No provisions to test for and mitigate ANY hazardous materials. 

> No provisions to protect groundwater, operating on dirt, not concrete. 

> No provisions to mitigate storm water runoff. 

> No storm water plan. 

> No ability to control or mitigate dust blowing off the site No ability to control  blowing trash.  This is 

what the neighbors call me about. 

> Piles of trash not removed nightly creating fire hazards.  No fire management plan Piles of trash above 

the fence with no screening or ability to stop blowing trash. 

> Site too small and too close to houses. 

> Allowed to operate without valid permit and zoning.  This should be shut down completely until 

approved. 

>  

>  

>  

> I previously complained to Zoning about the illegal tire operation along Platte Avenue and was 

ignored.  Now that abandoned pile is a huge mess with no one responsible to clean it up and it sits year 

after year running off 

> who know what into the creek behind it.    I see this site as exactly the 

> same as that.  These guys will fill it up then walk away, just like the tire pile.  Phil Kiemel 

>  

>  

> -----Original Message----- 

> From: Van Nimwegen, Hannah [mailto:hvannimwegen@springsgov.com] 

> Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2015 3:07 PM 

> To: philk@bestwaydisposal.com 

> Subject: RE: hearing?  

>  

> Hello Phil, 

>  

> No, this project has not been scheduled for a public hearing. At this poimt, we are anticipating going to 

hearing around February or March. Did you receive the green postcard notifying of Iron Mountain's 

application for a Conditional Use? Another will be mailed prior to the Planning Commission meeting. If 

you did not receive one, let me know so I can add you to the distribution list.  

>  

> My supervisor and I met with the applicants/business owners of the subject site early Monday 

morning. We discussed the complaints I have received in so far, and reached an agreement to help 

mitigate those issues. Because we reached this agreement, we have agreed to let them continue 

operating as they go through the application process. If you are able to send me an email or letter 

detailing your concerns, then I can add them to the public record. 
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> I also will be better able to make sure they are addressed by the applicant. 

>  

>  

> Thanks again and I will make sure you are kept up to date regarding the progress of this application.  

>  

> Hope you are having a good week, 

>  

> Hannah Van Nimwegen  |  Planner II 

> (719) 385-5365  |  hvannimwegen@springsgov.com 

>  

> ________________________________________ 

> From: Phil Kiemel [philk@bestwaydisposal.com] 

> Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2015 12:34 PM 

> To: Van Nimwegen, Hannah 

> Subject: hearing? 

>  

> Has a public hearing been scheduled yet about that illegal transfer station operating at Cascade and 

Talamine Ct?  I am very interested to attend and find out why they've been allowed to operate this 

illegal site for months and months as well as discuss the inherent problems with their idea of "recycling"  

Phil Kiemel 

>  

>  

>  

>  

> [cid:image001.jpg@01D1327D.FE954030] 

> Powered by CardScan<http://www.cardscan.com> 

>  

>  
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